The first band that comes to our mind
when we mention the US Metal scene is
Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee.
The band’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl
collectors and their music is mentioned
as a great influence by many Metal bands
through the years. Although they’ve
been around for 25 years, having passed
through many difficult times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel.
Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones
(Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones
(Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to
answer this in depth interview, giving the
chance to all of us to explore the saga of
Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The
Dungeon Tapes has been released and
the band is again alive and kicking it is a
good chance to make a flashback to the
past and discover the well-hidden secret
of a real Metal Legend.
Let’s go back a long time. When exactly
was the band formed? What was the basic
idea behind the band in the first days?
Was it one of your main goals to release
something and play live shows or were
you just a garage band playing for the fun
of it?
Bobby: We got together around the spring of
1982. Our goal was to write original music
and maybe do a record. We wanted to play
live as much as we could. We were the heaviest band and we were breaking new ground
for this area.
Chuck: 1982. It started as just getting together to jam but the magic was immediate and it
took its own course. Within a year and a half
we were in the studio recording the EP.
What about the name Medieval Steel?

Who thought about it, how did it come
up? Were there any other names that you
had in mind back then, can you mention
any?

Bobby: Ricky was a good player and a important part of Steel at that time, but as far as
forming the sound Chuck, Ricky and I all had
equal parts in that.

Chuck: Friends of mine and Bobby’s heard
the band and presented us with that name as
a possibility. Of course we loved it and it was
ours from that point.

Chuck: Bobby and I formed the band and
created the style and song writing. Ricky was
replaced due to separating directions.

Was there any demo tape released before
your first official release (your self titled
debut EP)? If so, please give us any possible information about this demo. Were
there any demo recordings just for your
own use that were done before the EP
release?
Bobby: There were no demos before the EP.
We wrote the music, rehearsed and recorded
it.
Chuck: There were demos cut after the EP
but not released. They were a development
in song writing.
The first known line up of the band
was: Bobby Franklin (vocals), Chuck
Jones (guitar), Ricky Triolo (guitar), Ron
Baronatto (bass), and Bill Jones (drums).
Were there any different members in the
band before this line up?
Bobby: No
Chuck: No
It is said that Ricky Triolo was responsible for the first forming of the band’s
sound before the debut EP was released,
but he left the band before the EP was
finished. Why did he do so? And what
was this special feature that he had which
made him so important to the Medieval
Steel sound after all?

After Ricky Triolo left, Scott Jones was
asked to fill the empty guitar slot, but he
refused. Why?
Scott: At that time I had a really good job
that required me to travel sometimes for
months at a time, so I could not commit to
them because of that. It was a hard decision
to make because I knew the potential of the
band. I came back to Memphis from one of
my 3 month trips the day Medieval Steel was
playing Memphis Music Fest in front of at
least 10,000 people. I missed seeing them by 1
hour and wondered if I had mad a mistake by
not joining the band.
John Roth finally joined as a guitar
player to replace Ricky Triolo for the EP
recordings. But there was another person
leaving the band that period: Ron Baronatto (bass). What was the reason for this
second departure? Finally Jeff Boydstun
played some bass on the EP, how did you
manage to find him?
Bobby: I had jammed with Jeff before when
he was playing with Scott Jones in Defiance.
Things were not working out with Ron so we
had to make the change.
Chuck: We needed stronger bass playing in the
studio. Our producer ended up doing all bass
tracks.
Have you got anything special to remem-

Bobby: I wanted to be heavier and Fire Choir
was going another direction. That’s when I
called Scott to reform Medieval Steel.
Chuck: Bobby knew making us commercial
broke chemistry and spirit of writing. He
wanted no part of it.
Did Bobby have the copyrights to use the
name Medieval Steel back then?
Bobby: Yes, Chuck gave me the name when he
stayed with FC.
Finally Scott Jones and Bobby Franklin
got together and reformed Medieval Steel.
How did the two guys get together and
when did the reunion of the band happen
exactly (what year)?
Scott: Bobby and I were always friends. When
I knew my travel was slowing down I thought
ber for the recording sessions of the EP?
a song called “Breaking Out” and Johnny
I would someday be the guitarist in this band.
Many myths have surfaced all these years
Z thought it sounded like Jeff Beck so they
Bobby may have called me from New York
especially for the high vocals of Bobby on finally called us back and signed us.
and asked me to be his guitarist/songwriter in
the self titled track. So try to recall your
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When was the Ep released exactly? And
on how many copies?

Was there ever a record released under
the name Fire Choir?

Chuck:1984. 5000 copies were released.

Chuck: There were artist development deals
and recording sessions, but nothing released.

The EP was released and then what? Did
the band try to give any live shows? Was
the line up still the same with the one that
recorded the EP?
Bobby: We played as many live shows as we
could to support the EP including Memphis
Music fest with Accept and Icon. The line up
remained the same.
Chuck: After the release, the band started
playing alot between Memphis to New York.
Biggest crowd 14.000 MMF
Let’s point out your hunt for that deal
with Megaforce Records. Can you remember your first contact with John Zee
(owner of Megaforce)?
Chuck: I was saturating Megaforce with
songs Bobby and I were writing. We wrote

Can you recall the exact line up of Fire
Choir? It is said that there were some
member changes as well, compared to
the Medieval steel line up. So was the
Fire Choir line up the same as the one
appearing on the Medieval Steel EP?
Chuck: Chuck Jones, Jeff Adams, John Roth,
Chip Thomas was the final line-up to speak
of.
All those changes affected the former
vocalist Bobby Franklin very badly, and
he finally left Fire Choir. He decided to
reform Medieval Steel. Be more specific
about that. What was that special thing
that Bobby was searching through music
that made him leave Fire Choir and return back to the roots of Medieval Steel?

Medieval Steel was preparing their new
material, Fire Choir had broken up and
Chuck Jones re-joined, this time on the
bass slot. The line up was completed with
Bobby Franklin on vocals, Scott Jones on
guitar, Chuck Jones on bass and Bill Jones
on drums (is there a relationship between
the three Jones? Are they brothers or
something?) John Roth played keyboards.
With this line up the band recorded 4 new
songs at Ardent Studios in Memphis, TN.
Give us any possible information about
these songs (titles etc.) and about the
recording sessions. When did you record
these songs exactly (month, year)?
Scott: That was not meant to be a live band
line up. Bobby and I needed to record the first
couple of songs for demo. We all were on
good terms so Chuck and Bill (cousins, Scott
Jones not related to either) agreed to do it and
John came in at the last minute to play keys.
The tape we all had was recorded in 6 hours.
We never went back in to play the parts or mix
it. This was during the summer 1985.
Those 4 songs were never finished prop-

erly. What was missing?
Scott: The engineer disappeared with the
master tape and we didn’t give it much
thought after that because it was more or less
just a sound check. I guess it was sent out
as a demo to some company overseas and
the bootleg was born. I thought the engineer
sucked and didn’t think the tape was usable.
Chuck: Yeah, a good engineer!
Still on the subject of those 4 songs we
have to point out that they were released
as a bootleg. Do you know the time of
the first release of this bootleg (year)? In
which form it was released? Was there
any front cover or something similar? It is
often mentioned as a “Demo 89” release.
Why is the year 1989 mentioned in the
title?

Scott: After playing with Anthrax and the
deal fell through with Megaforce, John Roth
decided to leave. Bill had left and Zoltan was
playing drums. At this time, the line-up was
four-piece for the first time. That was Bobby, Chuck, Zoltan and I. We went back to the
same club and headlined as the first 4 piece
line up of Medieval Steel and cut heads.
Chuck: Less than a year.
My information says that there was
another studio session in 1987 with some
songs recorded on 10 tracks. Two songs
from this session (Tears In The Rain,
Lost In The City) appears on your 2005
Dungeon Tapes CD. The line up has
changed again. Chris Cook was behind
the drums and Steve Crocker has taken
the bass. Is there any more info on this
line up? How long did it last?

Let’s move to the beginning of the nineties a very difficult period for Heavy Metal.
Grunge is overtaking the scene and many
metal bands were driven to split. What was
the condition in the Medieval Steel forces
back then?
Scott:With the music scene changing and having to always combat the Bible-Belt ways of
the South, the band and Metal had no chance.
Chris: That was a difficult time for us because
we didn’t know about the fans from overseas
who really liked the band. All we could see
was this massive movement toward the grunge
scene and, while we weren’t exactly alter boys
or glam metal guys ourselves, the focus really
was shifting away from epic metal and we still
felt like that was where we fit in. At that time
we all decided to go our separate ways and
pursue our own projects because we thought
there was no one really interested in Medieval
Steel anymore.

Scott: I first learned of the bootleg in 2001
Scott: There was a session in ’87 done on
and I believe they used the original EP cover
16 tracks with Chris and Steve and that was
for the most part. The additional bootleg
the lineup for Medieval Steel until the band
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by ’92.
this bootleg CD. Do you know any other
Songs started to pour out of us, and we
editions of Medieval Steel bootlegs that
worked really hard to try to get them all just
The first signs of the band’s existence
include those 4 songs or even your EP?
right and keep up with all of the new ideas.
were detected again somewhere around
It was during this time that the band per2003. Back then you were supposed to
Scott: I’m sure there are many others out
formed what we believe are some of the very sign a deal with the Greek record label
there that we were unaware of and never
best live shows we’d ever done. Watching
Unisound records for a possible re-release
compensated for. I hate that bootlegs are
these shows you could see that things were
of your EP plus some bonus material on
out there and they are wrong. It has been
about to just explode for us… there was an
July 2003, but this release never happened,
pointed out to me that’s what kept the band
energy and a rawness that was incredible.
why?
and its name alive through out all of the
The technical mastery of our instruments
dormant years. I still want my money, though. and the orchestration of the newer songs
Scott: I was originally contacted in ‘01 by
were amazing. We run into complete stranganother company and helped make us aware
Chuck: I want those muthas to pay up!
ers to this day who ask us “do you remember of our underground status overseas. At that
those shows? I was there and you guys blew
time recovering from a near-fatal car accident
What were the moves of the band after
me away!”
and it took some time to get things together.
the final second reformation? Were there
We could never agree on acceptable terms
any live shows? Any tries for a better
Steve: This lineup lasted about three or
with Unisound so the band decided to be its
record deal?
four years. The band’s music took on an
own company.
even heavier sound with more complex riffs
Scott: That line up just did the demo tape.
during this period. There were several live
In the 2003 line up we notice Chuck
Shortly thereafter, Bill Jones left the band and shows, most in Memphis. The live shows
Jones on the bass again… A new line up
we brought in Zoltan Chaney to play drums.
were really big events. We chose to pick our
change…
That band played live in Nashville for Johnny live shows carefully, selecting big venues and
Z and Anthrax. We were always trying for
heavily promoting each show. The long peScott: Because of Steve’s personal and busia better record deal. At that time in 1986,
riod of time between shows, the heavy proness commitments, he could not commit to
we parted ways with Megaforce because the
motion, and the big venues gave each show
bass at that time and we thought Chuck was
development stage was taking too long.
a “bigger” feel. The shows downtown at the
the logical fit and he agreed. That is another
Daisy Theatre are classics. Some great songs example of us trying to keep it as “original”
How long did the reformed line up (Bob- that are as of yet unreleased came out of
as we could and not just hire anyone to fill the
by Franklin (vocals), Scott Jones (guitar),
this period too such as “War Machine” and
slots.
Chuck Jones (bass), Bill Jones (drums)
“Thou Shalt Not Kill”. I believe the band
and John Roth (keyboards) last?
was really peaking during these few years.
2004 was the year of the 20th anniversary
for the EP release (taking as a fact that it

was released back in 1984). You were supposed to give some shows in Germany to
celebrate this. Did you finally give those
shows? Be more specific on this…
Scott: We could never raise the funds to make
the trip so the shows never happened.
2004 is also marked by the death of
Stacey Horne (4/20/1968-12/8/2004).
Stacey Horne has played bass on “Eye’s
On Fire”, “Ghost From The Battlefield”,
and “To Kill a King”, the three first songs
from your Dungeon Tapes 2005 CD (from
a 2004 studio session on 16 tracks). Was
he a full time member in the band or a
session musician? Tell us more about
your co-operation… How did his unfortunate passing take place?

live for all of the fans soon.
Chris: I’d like to say thanks again to all of
the dedicated fans that have kept the band
alive all these years. Man, I never knew you
guys existed or never would have dreamed
that there were so many of you. You guys
are the best. I feel honoured that the band
has touched so many people in other lands…
music really is the universal language. I can’t
wait to show all of the fans what a Medieval Steel live show is all about. You really
haven’t seen anything from us yet. Our very
best music has not yet been released (but is
coming soon), and the band is really at its
best at a live show. I remember friends talking about Led Zeppelin and how they were
great on tape, but you had to see them live
to really see the full impact of how mindblowing they really were. Medieval Steel is a
lot like that. I can’t wait to be a live venue in
Europe.

Scott: Yes we are working on that as we speak.
This will be songs from the past never released
before and new songs as well. Songs like
“Powersurge” and “Man Who Saw Tomorrow” are from the late ‘80’s and “The Hammer
and the Anvil” was written in 2004. They are
all heavy and should rock your ass off!
Chris: I think the new material is our best yet.
I can’t wait for everyone to hear it.
And what about possible forthcoming live
shows?
Scott: As you may or may not know, my right
leg was severely broken in June of 2005.
Recovery has been slow but we are optimistic
that we can play live soon. We would need
financial help or sponsorship to be able to play
Europe.

Scott: Stacey was a great friend and filled
in to help with studio tracks. He and Chris
were a great combination and played for
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knew that if Steve couldn’t record the sesthe 2004 recording session because of a
your music…
sions, then Stacey would be perfect. Stacey
heavy workload at the time. I regret not getwas technically amazing and sort of a local
ting a chance to record “To Kill a King” and
Scott: I don’t categorize because that paints
legend in Memphis, though not many people
“Ghosts of the Battlefield” keeps with the
you in a box as a writer. I write just what I
outside of Memphis had heard of him. Statraditional Medieval Steel sound.
feel at that time and keep it f…ing true.
cey and I had a great chemistry together as
well, which is very important (for the drumFor one second time you make a release
Chuck: It has been classified as Rock Opera. I
mer and bass player to lock together and inby yourselves (like 22 years before when
would have to agree.
stinctively know what each other are going to you have release this brilliant debut EP).
Chris: This is what I mentioned earlier… that
do). Stacey’s personality was infectious and
Was there any other offer from a record
what comes out of us musically is tough to
Scott, Bobby, and even Chuck loved him. He company to release the Dungeon Tapes
categorize into one place. It is epic metal,
was a great friend and an incredible musician. CD? Why did you decide to release it by
but it also focuses on melody, rhythm, and
He tragically passed away from a sudden
yourselves?
energy. It’s not just about telling a great story
brain aneurism one night (not long after the
lyrically, but also about moving you musically.
Dungeon Tapes sessions) after a session with Scott:It was the best thing to do for the
Each of us has a passion for our instrument
another project. He never saw nor heard the
band.
that we make sure comes out in the songs.
finished product.
We don’t say “this is a guitar song or that is a
Chuck: By creating your own label, the band
vocal song”, each of us puts our stamp into
2005 is the year of the final return of the
has full control of all aspects. No more JZ
everything we do. Every instrument supSteel. Your dungeon Tapes CD is finally
mistakes.
ports the other, but also has its own critical
out. For those who –still- haven’t got this
elements without which the song wouldn’t be.
CD give any possible information. Song
What is the current line up of the band?
I would agree that what we do is “catchy”…
titles, from which period of the band is
it’s sticky… you’ll find yourself humming the
each song that is included in the CD and
Scott: Bobby Franklin vocals, Scott Jones
melody a lot like you would a jingle from an
anything else that you would like to menlead guitar, Chris Cook drums, Steve Crocker advertisement.
tion. The space is all yours.
bass, Chuck Jones rhythm guitar. This is the
best and most authentic line-up we could
Steve: I think the music is a direct reflection
Scott: We welcome all Metal fans to buy our
gather.
of where we live and our early influences.
CD and we are also available world wide on
Obviously, bands such as Led Zeppelin, Iron
most digital download services. I would like
I suppose that after the Dungeon Tapes
Maiden, and Judas Priest were influences of
to thank everyone who has supported our
CD (that mostly contains older material)
all of us. Add a little Queensryche, Black Sabmusic over the decades and for buying our
it is time for an official debut full length
bath, Ozzy, and Ted Nugent. Take all of that
latest release. I am sure that the first fullfrom the band including new songs. Can
and mix it in with our southern heritage and
length CD will not disappoint! I hope to play
you be more specific on that?
being exposed to southern rock, country, blues

and soul growing up and I think that is how
you get the heavy, yet melodic sound.

I think Black Sabbath did it too as well as
bands like U2.

After all those years in action what do you
think that is the main reason that Medieval Steel have not managed to make
a good record deal and to produce even
more music?

What is your opinion about the NU –and
generally the modern- metal’s massive
spreading that overtakes the U.S.A. (and
not just the u.s.)? Do you think that there
is still enough space for REAL metal?

Scott: My health has been bad starting with
the “01” wreck with head trauma and following up with the “05” accident and broken leg.
I would say that I have slowed us down in the
modern day of Steel. It also took awhile to
get the necessary band members in place to
make it the best it can be.

Scott: People are able to appreciate melodies
and finesse in metal that are still heavy. All I
know to do is to stick to my guns and let the
rock pour from my heart.

Chris- First I think that music is cyclical.
What I mean by that is that a lot of what you
hear today is a throw back to the 70’s and
Steve: It is probably a matter of timing. I be80’s. In the 90’s you heard things that were
lieve that the band was really hitting its stride
throw backs to the late 60’s and early 70’s.
in the 1987 to 1989 period. A strong sound
Given that I think that not only is there still
and solid live show had developed. However,
space for real metal (there will always be fans
the industry as a whole was more geared
out there), but real metal may actually make
towards the glam movement then. A couple
a comeback. I think there are already bands
of years later, the grunge movement started.
out there who are writing things that seem
We were just always at the wrong place at the
to have a strong influence in what I would
wrong
time.
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are under construction on the links section
broader.
of medievalsteel.net Those sites talk about
side projects and equipment for each of us.
Thanks very much for this interview.
Medieval steel is our main project.
Close it the way you like. Long live the
STEEL.
Chris: We all have done our own projects
over the years and/or perform with other
Scott: Thank you all again and don’t ever let
musicians regularly. Individual websites
the metal die!
would be a good place to start looking for
that type of info (links are located on the MS Chris “CountRaven” Papadakis
website).
Are you in touch with the Metal scene
in general? Are there any bands that you
may want to point out as valuable ones?
Scott: We live in a place where metal barely
exists so I’m not that in touch other than
watching Arena Rock on cable.
Chris: I think there are definitely bands out
that are changing metal as we know it. Metal,
like other music, isn’t a stagnant thing… it’s
always evolving and growing. The whole
point of an artist is to put his/her own individual stamp onto whatever they produce,
so it’s always going to be a little bit different
with each new artist. Every once in awhile
you get someone that comes along and is
more than just a couple of popular styles
fused together… they are completely new
and completely different. They really usher
in the next big paradigm of musical style.
Led Zeppelin did that. The Beatles did that.

The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
band’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel. Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones (Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones (Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to answer this in depth interview, giving the chance to all
of us to explore the saga of Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The Dungeon Tapes has been released and the band is again alive
and kicking it is a good chance to make a flashback to the past and discover the well-hidden secret of a real Metal Legend.

I suppose that the debut Irae Melanox album by the Italian Dark / Epic / Progressive Metallers Adramelch is included in the list of the all time best
metal albums by many of you. Well I think that in the case of Adramelch
the word “progressive” finds its current meaning that is why it is used
The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
here, I suppose that everyone that have heard the music of this band unband’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influderstand my point. In the opposite case you would better do yourself the
ence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
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1987 Milan . Adramelch came to life. The
first line-up featured Gianluca Corona at
the drums, Franco Avalli on the bass guitar and Lorenzo Marconi on the guitar.
Vittorio Ballerio, was back then the lead
singer of Phoenix. How did the rest of
the Adramelch crew come in touch with
him in order to take the vocalist spot?
Well, first of all my compliments for your
knowledge! I see that you know us quite well!
Gianluca and I were in the same school (an
art school) and I used to cover the walls with
the flyers informing about our forthcoming
gigs… He saw these flyers and he invited me
to try with them… That was the start.
In September 1987 the band structure
changed. Gianluca, switched to guitar,
and a new drummer entered the band:
Luca Moretti. Lorenzo leaves the group
to form Deathrage. Why did Gianluca
decide to leave the drum kit? Was this
change important for the whole band?
It was… simply necessary! The fact is that
after some months spent playing in our
rehearsal room Iron Maiden, Black Sabbath
Queensryche… covers I told em that, on my
side, it was not stimulating… as you may already know the only real reason I can accept

a band to exist is that this band proposes
something original and as new as possible.
Therefore I asked them: let’s play our own
music or –sorry guys, u r nice but life’s too
short to waste time in a project in which u
don’t trust… Gianluca wrote “Adramelch”!
(the song)… That was the REAL start!
After those changes it was time for five
months of hard working and rehearsing,
finally Adramelch entered Hammill Studio in Milan to record their first Demo,
Irae Melanox. What was the feedback of
this demo back then? And when exactly
was it released? Can you give us the exact
track list of the demo?
Well, we were called by some radio to present it and we sent it to the magazines: the
reaction was good... so that we were asked
by LM records to participate their compilation (Heavy Metal Rendez Vous) with our
very first song: Adramelch. We were really
proud to have a song on an LP... It was mid
of 1987. The demo has been bought by our
actual label together with the Irae Melanox
rights... therefore I can anticipate to you that
sooner or later they will see the light in a
Deluxe edition.
The Demo track list is:

1. Portals
2. Adramelch
3. Fearful Visions
4. Dreams of a Jester
5. Was called empire
6. Irae Melanox
After the demo release the band participated in Heavy Rendez-Vous collection.
The same titled track (Adramelch) was
featured in there. I suppose that you had
been asked to take part in this collection
due to the positive feedback of your demo.
Am I right? Did this participation pave the
way for your debut release?
Yes, yes! Two correct answers. Although we
brought our whole demo to the label and the
band was judged on that base…
In June 1988 Milanese music label Metal
Master, released Adramelch’s first Album
Irae Melanox. Tell us about this co-operation. Was Metal Master a big metal
label? I have heard somewhere that it was
a division of a bigger mainstream music
distributor. Is it true? I also know that you,
as a band, were never satisfied with the
promotion that the label had done to your
debut and also you were not satisfied with
the final production result of the album

(poor sound quality etc). Is it true?
Well… it’s hard adding something more
specific! You are totally right! It’s all true. I’ll
complete your infos telling that the budget
granted by our label was so poor that to
realize that product we had to… no, it isn’t
correct, Gianluca had to finance the final
part of the project, when the label’s money
were over. Moreover we have been told that
in the following years, due to the unsuccessful commercial result of I.M. the label chose
to destroy some hundreds lps... I guess that
today they’re still crying! (ps: I suppose u
know about the value of Irae Melanox on the
second hand market…)

like this (where the
money is not on the
top of your “must
list” but a huge
wholehearted undertaking is needed)
well passion, belief,
cohesion, wavelength
and much more are
definetely necessary!

Gianluca kept on
playing and composing new songs but
without any band…
Franco played in
a dozen differWhat have you done to support the alent bands a dozen
bum? I suppose that you have given many different kinds of
the original Gianluca’s painting as good as
shows. Am I right or not? Really how
music: from Rock to Jazz passing through
possible and the result was sooooooo poor! A
was your relationship with live shows in
experimental, contemporary, reggae, hip hop
blue cover! The painting was mostly green…
general? Did you play live often?
and he only knows what more! I sung in
blaaahhhh it was shit.
many different bands… I’d recall now just 3
Hmmm! Finally a wrong answer! The band
of them, in a chronological order: Anathema Irae Melanox was released as a bootleg
split came a few months after recordings due
-long before the great Cavanagh Bros Band,
form reborn Classics. There is also a verto…
due to
the usual
common
it was
I suppose…
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After the release of the album some
born by my idea to play music next to the
In July 2003 Gianluca Corona, Franco
members of the band was supposed
incredible Ian Gillan Band of the Clear Air
Avalli and Vittorio Ballerio gather again.
to serve their military service so the
Turbulence/Scarabus period but turned into
Can we point out this gathering as the new
difficulties for the creation of a second
something completely different but really
beginning of Adramelch? Can you rememalbum became even bigger. The band
interesting (an album titled “Scramblin’” was
ber anything special form this re-gatherfinally split. Can you tell us the exact time published).
ing? A new band structure is created: the
that this split happened and under what
second guitar is replaced by keyboards/
circumstances? Some members of AdraIn 1998 Warlord Records re-issued your
Piano (Davide Doviti). Why did it happen?
melch after the split participated in other
debut album on CD. Was this an official
bands. Can you mention them?
re release?
He was, no he is a friend… and a great piano
player… with a great lyric sensibility… I love
Sure… I’ll try to resume about the ones I’m
Yes, definitely yes.
his style indeed and I hope that one day we
aware of:
will build something together. But he was not
First of all: Gianluca Franco and I tried to re- Are you satisfied with this re-release?
fit for Adramelch. There were many probbuild the band many times but we managed
lems… it was a pity but it was necessary to
it only in 2003! The previous attempts were
No, definitely not! Sound could be improved
close that chapter.
unsuccessful! Today we know that the reason
a lot (in comparison to the vinyl version) and
was the lack of the necessary firm belief!
it was worst! Moreover we gave the label all
The new Adramelch form features Sigfrido
That’s a fact. When u move toward a project of the original graphic stuff to reproduce
Percich on drums, who has been previously playing with Vittorio in a
classic Prog Rock cover band.
Why it was so difficult for Luca
Moretti the original drummer to
return?
Hey man… u know much more
than me! :) Luca lives in Rome
since some 15 years… it was
impossible indeed… But, frankly
speaking… Sig is soooooo good
that we couldn’t ask for more! He’s
a powerful rigorous war machine!
And the live dimension is where

The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
band’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel. Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones (Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones (Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to answer this in depth interview, giving the chance to all
of us to explore the saga of Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The Dungeon Tapes has been released and the band is again alive
and kicking it is a good chance to make a flashback to the past and discover the well-hidden secret of a real Metal Legend.

he can express himself at his best! I
hope that you will soon ascertain it!

perfect attitude… I liked his style
‘n taste but in 15 years things may
change… while I was sure that his
approach would have been the right
approach! And I was right! The search
for the bass player was harder… we
tried many different guys and at the
end Mau was introduced to us by a
friend’s friend… and he was the right
one!

In July 2004, Adramelch take part
in the prestigious Headbangers
Open Air in Hamburg. Tell us the
exact line up of this appearance.
What memories have you got to
share with us form this very first
Adramelch’s show since their
reunion?

I repeat, it’s often… no, it’s almost
always a matter of attitude/brain
much more than a matter of hands…
Don’t misunderstand my words: we
are talking about excellent musicians
but out there are thousands of excellent musicians! The real difference is
in their brain!

Well the line up was:
Gianluca Corona: Guitar
Vittorio Ballerio: Vocals
Franco Avalli: Bass
Sigfrido Percich: Drums
Andrea Volontè: Guitar

It’s unforgettable! We knew about the
followers in Germany but we couldn’t
Except HOA there was an Adrasuppose such a great enthusiastic
melch appearance in Keep It True
greeting indeed! The crowd down the
festival. Under what line up have
stage singing our songs, people comyou appeared there? Is there anying from the south of Germany who
thing special to share with us?
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first structure of the new AdraWell this was the debut of the new
melch featured just one guitarist
line up and on that stage we knew
and a keyboardist). Am I right?
that it was the definitive one, so it was
How he was involved with the new
very important to see the entrance of
Adramelch? What happened and
a new bass player taking the place of
he finally left? Franco Avalli also
a former member but Mau burnt the
left the band after the HOA show.
stage and us all! ‘Cos Mau is a true
Why?
“stage animal”!
Franco left the band a few weeks after
the gig in Germany… the reasons…
well you should better ask him about
that but I’d summarize as follows:
He had not the necessary firm belief
to go ahead! Simple as that. It was a
pity… sure. Franco is a great musician; a very clever person with a high
potential but sometimes it looks like
he looses control… and it’s a real pity!
Anyway we found a great substitute
and now we are fully satisfied with
him! And I know that also for Franco
it was the right choice. Andrea was
helping us as a guest musician, so
he was not an official member of
Adramelch, and he was a friend of
Franco’s, so when Franco left…
In September 2004, a new guitarist joins
Adramelch: Fabio Troiani. Can you give
any more info about him? There is also
a new bass player called Maurizio Lietti.
Give us some info about him as well. It
seems that the empty spots that Franco

Have you played in any other festivals after your reunion or have you
given any other single shows?
Yes we play in some clubs here in
Italy and then, in January, we played 2
arsonist gigs 13th in Wuerzburg, 14th
in Kaiserslautern… as always in Germany, great audience, great people…
unforgettable moments!

and Andrea left were finally filled, am I
right?
As said before, I knew Fabio as the guitar
player of Anathema and I lost his traces for
15 years… but in Sept 2004, when Andrea
left the band I thought that Fabio had the

January 2005 Adramelch signed
with the Italian label Underground
Symphony for the production,
recording and distribution of their
second album, “Broken History”.
How did you come in agreement
with underground Symphony?
Well, there was some kind of pre-agreement
with Maurizio (Chiarello – Underg. S.)… he
has been a captive fan of our music since the
I.M. time and during these years he tried several times to arrive to an agreement together
with us… we received also other proposes…

and lands!
Crusades are the first
real exercise of power
on the masses through
the faith in God… and
it worked in those far
and cruel times in a
tragically perfect way…
but it worked again and
again along all the ages
and it still works as a
brand new swiss watch!
There was a rumor
that Eat Metal records
would re-release
your debut on vinyl
featuring the original
gray scale cover. Any
updates on this?

(Black Sabbath, Queensryche, Iron Maiden…)
and then Warlord, Merciful Fate… Today our
ears are open wide: we have grown, we still listen and love metal but not only metal… apart
from the Prog zone (that I use to consider as a
neighbor) I could give u names like Muse and
Radiohead or Gazpacho… and then, as it has
always been, the classical and baroque music
(Vivaldi, Scarlatti, Monteverdi…) But frankly
speaking, although I know that this could
sound a bit overblown, I think that the main
reason of the Adramelch’s special musical style
is Gianluca’s ill brain! :) He’s the main author!
What are the future plans of Adramelch
in general? What can the fans expect from
your return?

Future plans… Well now we are trying hard
to spread the word… as u know our label is
small and we are doing all what we are able to
do in order to promote BH, in order to let the
Mmmmhhh, I do not
world know it! And then, if it will be appreciknow what’s behind…
ated it will be GREAT but the first goal is to
I know Greg but I also
spread the word as much as we can… and it
apparently,
is possible,
for instance, thanks to you!
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in discography 15
as you like.
years after your debut
but your style hasn’t
I repeat, first of all my THANKS to you for
but the “unwritten pact” has been honored!
changed. It is even
your so complete and detailed interview. And
darker more epic and more progressive in then I want to shout to all your Greek readers
Listening to the final result of your new
the new album. Have you ever thought to SEE YOU SOOOON! Cos I really hope that
album are you satisfied with it? Also can
play something different than the specific we will soon visit your wonderful homeland!
you give us some extra info about the
special musical style that you play?
We know that it’s full of crazy metal heads
recording seasons? Where did you record
loving Adramelch, we also met some of them
it etc?
HHHmmmm, interesting question! Thanks,
in Germany… so indeed we hope to meet u
Well, I thought and I did it! Useless to say
all quite soon!
It was one year ago, during February 2005.
perhaps but I love the Adram’s music! But I
We are fully satisfied with it! We love how it
am a real omnivore in music and I listen to
Chris “CountRaven” Papadakis
sounds, we love its character and intention…
so many different kind of sound… my life is
it’s compact and huge and ONE! We refull of music coming from the most far
corded it in the famous Luigi Stefanini’s New and sometimes strange corner of our
Sin Studio! We met a very skilled and profesearth… the last concert I’ve seen was
sional guy managing a “new era” studio!
Manu Katchè with his personal WorldThe album is a concept album about cruJazz project… penultimate: Opeth! last
sades. We all want to learn more info about
band I discovered the Dutch Novact,
the concept.
next gig I’d like to assist Screaming
Headless Torsos… or Klezmatics with
It was born a bit like a challenge… My interChava Alberstein? And I sung many
est in that era… well, in to that era’s true
different kind of music… Jazz Rock,
story, together with the possibility to upset
Prog Rock, Metal, Musical…
the main actor of that scene… Because we
are used to study and read about the pure
If we tried to search for some
knight… but reality was soooo far from that!
influences in Adramelch’s unique
Crusades were slaughter and slaughter.
musical style what would those
Broken History is the Man’s history that has
influences be?
gone broken forever… Relation with transcendence will never be the same because the Huh! Hard question this one! Surely,
power of the earth will turn the faith to be an thinking of the past times there were
instrument of control and power on souls…
the holy monsters we used to cover

Please give us some brief biography
notes on Cauldron Born.

label I was on and I just got tired of it. It is
enough to deal with a full time job and health
problems without extra foolishness.

In Lloyd Alexander’s
I formed Cauldron Born in the winter of
series of fantasy books
1994. The band consisted of myself on
How do you feel about these 10 years you
The Chronicles of Pryguitar, Shawn Kascak on bass, Bill Parsons
where involved with Cauldron Born?
dain, the Cauldron
on drums and Christian Schulze on vocals.
Born are a race of
We recorded our first demo, “Swords,Sorcery Well, I enjoyed writing songs and making
deathless
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so Underground Symphony asked if they
elements in their music.
could release our demo along with a demo
Best moment was getting my hands on my
The band is the spiritual
tape I did on my own in 1993 or so on a CD
first album when it came from the record
child of Howie Bentley
collection. This CD was called “God Of
label. Worst moment playing some shitty dive
(Guitars) a person with
Metal” and was released in 1998 on Underin Atlanta.
full dedication to his
ground Symphony as well. We released what
vision about Heavy Metwas our second actual album -…And Rome
What was the most successful Cauldron
al and Cauldron Born.
Shall Fall- with David Louden on vocals in
Born album and what is your personal
Our times are hard for
2002 on Underground Symphony. I officially favorite one? Looking at your completed
bands like Cauldron
disbanded the band in 2003.
works, is there something you would like
Born my friends. In the
to change if given the chance?
same time that millions
A few months ago I read about the
and millions of usedisbanding of Cauldron Born and felt
None of them were successful. Hardly anyone
less shit bands sign big
surprised as well as frustrated. What
supports this kind of music anymore. My perrecord deals, high class
exactly happened that urged you to make sonal favorite was the first one, “Born Of The
artists like Howie Bentsuch a decision?
Cauldron”. There is nothing really I would like
ley and Cauldron Born
to change, they are what they are.
have to face various
I was tired of the bullshit. I put my whole
difficulties just because
life on hold for something that was a money
they play music from
pit and nothing but grief. The guys in the
What are your thoughts on the current stathe heart and soul
band and I were just never “on the same
tus of the heavy metal music? What would
which is no other than
page” to use a figure of speech. I have nothyou change if you had the power to do so?
the music of real and
ing against them we just come from such
honored STEEL and as
different musical backgrounds. I grew up on
Current status is pretty much shit in my
you see the fate of such
Maiden, Sabbath, Priest, Mercyful Fate and
opinion. There are a few bands I respect like
music is to remain unVenom and they grew up on jazz, prog rock
Battleroar and Skullview. Once you get too
derground, the fate of
and Dream Theater. The other thing there
far away from the roots of British Metal it is
that music is to remain
was just not much of an audience to support plainly no longer metal,and that is what most
a well kept secret only
this kind of music. I was going at it hard
of these bands I have heard in the last few
for the keepers of the
trying to make a career out of it and finally
years have done.
flame… But the fight
just woke up and realized what I always
goes on and one day
knew, there is no career playing this kind of
Why did you choose a female singer for
the throne will belong
music. It is just an expensive hobby. Add to
your first demo? In your opinion what is
to the brave.
all of this no promotion from the record
the best female heavy metal singer?

To be honest I chose her because she was
all I could scrape up at the time. That is the
reason I chose all of my singers except for
Danny White and David Louden, I actually
liked the way they could sing. I don’t have
a favorite female singer really, I like male
singers.
The band had
many different vocalists
through all the
years of its
existence. Why
couldn’t you
find a permanent one?
Which one you
think was the
best and most
fitting for your
music?

Warning and some of the early Shrapnel
guitar players. All-Star band, hmmm. I don’t
know really. Never thought about it.
Your lyrics are among the most inspired
of the genre. From where do you draw
your inspiration? Have you ever written

I have known Lionel a long time. My mom
used to live down the street from a shop that
he managed. The shop oddly enough specialized in Heavy Metal music. No,I
was always satisfied with what Lionel painted.
I liked the spirit or presence of his painting.
I have seen the
album covers
criticized by those
who apparently
don’t understand
metal. They don’t
have an artistic
spirit. I suppose
that is why they
are critics.

What does the
future hold for
Howie Bentley?
Have you left
any unreleased
There was
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another Cauldron
and kicking
the singer was
Born album with
really just there
some new musias a mouthpiece
cians. So if there
for my lyrics
are any Greek
and ideas. I had no interest in their ideas.
any lyrics that aren’t about epic or mytho- record labels who want to see their money go
Cauldron Born was really just a vehicle for
logical themes at all?
to waste contact me. Is better than piling it up
my creativity that left little room for what
and burning it maybe.
others thought. But on the other side in my
I draw most of my inspiration from reading.
estimation none of them grasped what was
My favorite authors are Robert E. HowA piece of information that we have says
important about metal so I felt like I had to
ard, H.P. Lovecraft, Clark Ashton Smith,
that you are planning to re-release the
be this way or see my vision tainted and the
Richard L. Tierney, David C. Smith, Michael
Cauldron Born albums. Have you found a
outcome less metal.
Moorcock, Brian Lumley and Karl Edward
specific label that will make this re-reWagner. No I wouldn’t write about anything
lease? Any more info and updates into
Your style of playing is very technical,
that didn’t deal with an epic theme since
this?
unique and sophisticated. Have you
these things are solely from
studied music?
which I draw my inspiration for both the
I would like to re-release those first two on
music and lyrics.
CD as well as limited edition vinyl. Again any
I am mostly self taught. I did study a year
labels with more money than common sense,
at The Atlanta Institute Of Music back in
I believe that live performance is the
feel free to contact me at mail@cauldron1988. What is funny is that I teach music for
quintessence of heavy metal music. Your
born.net. I had talked with Andi at Battlecry
a living and really have no interest in music
thoughts on that?
Records about this but I believe his release
outside of Heavy Metal. I teach about 60
schedule is just too busy to deal with a small
guitar lessons a week. I only learned to play
That is true in a sense but hard on a band like band like CB right now.
the guitar so I could play Heavy Metal, I
Cauldron Born,being from a country where
don’t care about other shit like rock, jazz or
most people don’t like Heavy Metal and beThank you for your time. The last words
whatever.
ing from a region that likes it even less, the
belong to you.
bible belt.
What where your main influences as a
Thank you Kostas for the interview. I hope I
musician? If you where able to form an
All the Cauldron Born covers are designs
didn’t come across as too depressing but I was
All-Star heavy metal band, which memmade by Lionel Baker II, an artist whom
just being honest. I used to think I had to sell
bers would you choose?
I very much admire and respect. How did Cauldron Born. I don’t care anymore. It feels
this cooperation come up? Are there any
good to be a free man. Anyone who wants to
My main influences were Maiden, Priest, Sab- other artists that you would like them to
contact me: mail@cauldronborn.net
bath, Mercyful Fate, Venom, early Fate’s
paint for your music?

The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
band’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel. Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones (Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones (Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to answer this in depth interview, giving the chance to all
of us to explore the saga of Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The Dungeon Tapes has been released and the band is again alive
and kicking it is a good chance to make a flashback to the past and discover the well-hidden secret of a real Metal Legend.

I am hardly referring to myself apart from special cases. Well in the case of Solitude Aeturnus I will make an exception pointing out the fact that it is a real honour for me –and for the entire Forgotten Scroll team-to have a Solitude
Aeturnus interview included in our pages. Those who know me personally, know very well what this band means to
me. I feel very lucky and proud to have seen the band on stage on their Greek shows during April 2006 and to have
shared some beautiful moments with them, moments that will remain as strong memories until my “grave day”. The
release of their long awaited sixth studio album “Alone” in November 2006 placed the band in the centre of their fans
interest for one more time. So I guess that there are plenty of things to discuss with the main spirit of Solitude Aeturnus; John Perez (Guitar). The interview bellow is actually a combination of two interview sessions that took place in
different time points. The first one was taken during the afternoon of April 3rd 2006 (during the bands Greek shows
and before the release of “Alone”) by my friend Themis Pamfilos and me. The second one is done via email by me and
was answered by John at October 26th 2006 (some weeks before the official release of “Alone” and after I had listened
to the entire album). Both interviews have been separately published in different media (please note that the second
interview session was never printed in the English language before as it originally appeared in a Greek publication).
In here I am making a combination of the two sessions adding some unpublished stuff and putting the questions in a
chronological order that will give the reader the advantage to grab some information not only about the “Alone” album
but about other interesting topics as well.

Well John we had to wait eight years for
album are dark and at times evil. There is also
pleasure to listen to! I love what he’s done
“Alone” to be released but it is finally a
an element of “progressive doom” on some
on this album. Wolf is a tough guy to replace
reality. First of all how do you feel about
of the tracks giving it more of an epic feel. I
and I think we got it right with Nichols.
it and secondly listening now to the final
also made sure the mix had plenty of atmoresult, is there something that you would
sphere as well giving it a mysterious feel to
Well it seems that Solitude Aeturnus are
change if you could?
the proceedings. And rightly so as this album
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released I ignore anything that I wanted to
be different about the album and only focus
on it’s strong points and positive attributes.
With “Alone” this will be an easy task as I am
so very personally pleased with the results!
The wait between albums was torture for me
but it was necessary I think for us to be able
to produce such a great album. So to sum
your question, at this point there really is
nothing that I would change on the album!
You described the music of this record
as “some of the heaviest material” that
Solitude Aeturnus ever did. What are the
most important elements on the album
that made you reach this conclusion?
We initially intended to write an album worth
of material that was a bit faster paced and
more “metal” if you will but over time the
songs became what they were and that is to
say that they are extremely dark, melancholic
and above all HEAVY! I know that there
are tons of bands out there that play heavier
than we do technically speaking (lower tuning, slower songs etc…) but our focus is on
dark melody and songwriting combined with
a classic heavy sound. Steve and I wrote all
of the music on this album and we were just
going with whatever our feelings were for
the song that we were writing. We re-worked
the songs many times over before we were
satisfied with the results. The riffs on this

previous Solitude Aeturnus releases as
far as the sound goes? How was working
with Terling Winfield (Pantera) and J.T.
Longoria (King Diamond)? Have you
chosen those producers by yourself and
if yes with what criteria?

The main problem I’ve always had with
our albums is that I wanted them to sound
heavier. The closest for me was Through the
Darkest Hour but I think with this one we’ve
finally achieved the sound I’m looking for. It
is both extremely heavy and yet very melodic
and without losing sight of the METAL. I
think we just made the right combination of
studio and engineers plus my own personal
experience in recording has grown and I am
a bit more knowledgeable these days with
regards to working in a studio. I should also
mention that Steve Moseley (Guitar) has an
incredible ear and was instrumental in the
process of recording this album. Steve has
a great ear for tone and sounds and with his
input thrown together with myself and Robert, we were able to create a classic record.
Sterling and J.T. are both skilled engineers
and soundmen so we were able to bounce
some ideas off of their expert ears as well. I
shouldn’t discount any contributions from
Steve Nichols (Drums) and James Martin
(Guitar). Both of these guys are excellent musicians and the contributions from
them were perfect. Nichols’ drumming is a

Well this is a good question. Well people keep
on asking me why it is taking so long for the
album to be released. Let’s take it form the
beginning. The last album came out in 1998
(1999 in the USA), after its release we did
some small touring and when we’re done
with that, we took a long break back then
I did the Liquid Sound Company project.
It has to be clear that Solitude Aeturnus is
not a kind of job or career for us; we do not
have to treat it like this because we do not
make any money from the band. We return
to Solitude Aeturnus only when we feel inspired. So we took almost a year off and then
we started getting back together and writing
some music it was ok, we did some stuff
but it wasn’t great and in general it has to be
great, if it is not great we are not going to do
it, we are honest with ourselves: If it is not
good we don’t do it. Meanwhile Robert went
through a personal crisis, a personal thing
was going on in his life, and he had many
problems, no drug problems if you thought
that; just personal issues so he was not able
to contribute to rehearsals for almost a year.
After this time went by, Edgar (Edgar Rivera
- guitars) our guitar player for many years was
disinterested, he just did not want to do this
anymore, he got tired. He was very busy with
work, he had lot of responsibility and he was
just tired with the whole Solitude Aeturnus
thing. I respect that, he was honest about it

and he wasn’t faking it. If he was here today
rehearsals. We got Kurt Joye from the band
we are ready to record the new album. The big
he would be faking it. Edgar was such an
Arcane that took the empty slot of the bass,
delay with the recordings has to do with the
The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
amazing guitar player, he still is but he isn’t
we rehearsed for about one year under this
fact that Massacre Records need this tax form
band’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influplaying anymore, if he played, it would be
line up and we did some shows but at the
that we have to fill out from our government.
ence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
great. So to cut a long story sort: Edgar quit.
end we decided that the drummer we had
Massacre Records have to have this form filled
times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel. Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones (Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
Well here I got to point that a long time ago
was not good enough. He did some effort
before they can release any kind of money to
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones (Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to answer this in depth interview, giving the chance to all
I have told myself (with no disrespect to the
but he was not good enough…
us in order to go to the studio. But this form
of us to explore the saga of Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The Dungeon Tapes has been released and the band is again alive
other guys) that if either Edgar or Robert
was very difficult to get, that is one of the
and kicking it is a good chance to make a flashback to the past and discover the well-hidden secret of a real Metal Legend.
decide to leave then that’s it, I am not interSo you were on the quest for a new mem- main reasons that delayed the release of the
ested to carry on anymore. Edgar was the
ber again…
album.
perfect companion for me on the guitar and
I thought that if he quits I will not do this
Yes and here comes a funny story with Steve
The cover of the album is fantastic. It fits
anymore because the magic of that combina- Nichols. Well Steve Nichols was back in
the title perfectly. Who is responsible for
tion is dead. So when Edgar quit I became
1988 the drummer we auditioned before we
it? Was it designed from scratch or under
almost insane. I sat, mopping around for six
finally got Wolf. He was auditioned in 1988
some specific –or unspecific- idea of yours
months and -thank God- Steve (Steve Mosley and 1989; back at that time he was more into or probably of someone else in the band?
- guitars) helped me to go through this difThrash Metal stuff like Exodus and Slayer,
ficult situation and made me to decide not
he was a great drummer but the whole thing
Robert had the idea for it. Yes it is very grim
to split the band. He took the second guitar
with him did not work out back then. Since
and striking. I loved it as soon as I set my
slot –he was our bass player before this-. It
then I haven’t seen him for many years until
eyes on it. I’m really blow away by the whole
was very important that Steve was there, he
the time he came into one of our warm up
packaging on this one. Travis Smith did the
is a great guitar player but back then I need
shows about two years ago. He introduced
art for this and the image that Robert has for
someone more than a great guitar player to
himself to me saying “hey man I do not
the front is as grim as it gets. Very disturbing
make things work. For the next six months
think you remember me, I am Steve I was
but it fits with the mood of the album I think.
to a year I and Steve spent lot of hours sitauditioned for your drums slot some years
ting in his bedroom writing songs. He had a
before, I’ve been following your band since
Can you make a quick reference to the
bunch of material, I also got some material,
then; if you ever need a drummer you can
lyrics of the album? Is there any spewe got together, we combined it, we worked
count on me”. It was unbelievable! That guy
cial concept behind it? In our previous
it out and it took six months a year to finish
from 1989 knew everything about the band;
interview you could hardly recall the titles
about fourteen songs. I got to say that Wolf
he had all of our albums, he was a huge Soli- –probably there were not titles formed
(John “Wolf ” Covington - drums) was tired
tude Aeturnus fan. So three or four months
back then- now that the puzzle is complete
as well he did not want to continue with the
later when the slot behind the drums became can we discuss the lyrics a little bit more?
band. “Oh god one more strike” I thought
empty again we thought about Steve and
Who has written the lyrics this time?
to myself. Wolf is a brother, I really love this
gave him a call. Things worked out perfectly
guy bad he also had enough and so he quit
with Steve. He is a great drummer, very talRobert wrote all of the lyrics except for the
as well. So we did not have a bass player and
ented and he provided the type of drums we
bonus track on the digipack (written by his
a drummer as well. Time was passing and
need for the new stuff. So we got Steve, we
girlfriend Heather). Roberts lyrics come from
we got a lot of our friends to step in and
rehearsed together and in order to complete
his constant thought processes and obserrehearse with us. We got a friend who was a
the line up we asked James (James Martin) –a vances of life and his own state of mind. His
drummer (David H.); he had a home studio
long time friend of Steve Mosley- to come
lyrics are very personal and I think when you
so we rehearsed in his place something that
and join us. So the last six months of this
read them they speak for themselves. He
was very good because we could record our
year we have been rehearsing together and
tends to write a bit more direct and with less

metaphors. Most of his usual demons are
the digipack version).
music and this attitude.
on this album with plenty of questions about
The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
God, religion and spirituality. A few are just
Massacre records wanted to put a bonus
Does this fact generate a sense of responband’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influsome random mad thoughts and visions like
track on the digipack version so we gave
sibility?
ence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
Waiting for the Light, basically about a victim them the song “Lucid Destitution” which
times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel. Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones (Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
that has been bound and gagged and is left
is a sprawling 10 minute doom epic. We
Well I do not feel any responsibility…
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones (Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to answer this in depth interview, giving the chance to all
in a black hole of a dungeon waiting to see
liked the song but didn’t feel that it was quite
of us to explore the saga of Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The Dungeon Tapes has been released and the band is again alive
the light which of course never comes. Fun
100% to make the album so we were going
…But do you sometimes feel like carrying
and kicking it is a good chance to make a flashback to the past and discover the well-hidden secret of a real Metal Legend.
stuff like that. The dark places of the mind
to leave it off. It’s the only thing we recorded a specific genre on your shoulders?
are definitely places that Robert explores
extra so when they asked for a bonus track
in the lyrics. I encourage everyone to take
it only made sense. It’s a good song maybe
I don’t. I don’t feel this responsibility and
some time to read these lyrics while listening
just a little too long – oh well, we were trying I think it is important not to get that way,
to this record as the music and words really
something different or something old maybe
because if you start doing that, then what you
compliment each other in terms of feel and
since it has long guitar solos like in the 70’s
start doing is to start trying to second guess
direction.
haha!
what people want and you start trying to write
what you think everybody else wants to hear.
Is there something special behind the
Change of topic. Are you really aware of
It is important not to be that way, it is imporgeneral album title? With what criteria
the impact that your albums have had to
tant to stay true to what you think is good.
has been it selected? Do you think that
metal?
Doom Metal is the music of the loneWell the question’s main target was basisome?
No I do not think so. Well I am hearing this
cally the new solitude Aeturnus album.
from people and that’s good news! People
This album had to be released not because
Not really, other than it was a state of mind
keep on telling me that, I am trying to realize you want it to be released but because
that Robert was in one day and he felt that
it, well it is great and it really makes me feel
Doom Metal as a genre needs a Solitude
the title really summed the feel of the record. good. Well I suppose that you are hearing
Aeturnus album, simply because there are
I couldn’t agree more. There are times when
for musicians pointing all the time that they
not enough good new bands to carry the
everyone feels alone and without hope maybe make albums to please themselves first and
flag of the genre.
and this album is reflection of that mood
that is so true with us as well. We are all big
and all the other feelings that come along
fans of Rock music –Heavy Metal especially- Well I understand your point. On a personal
with isolation and desperation. I don’t think
and we are only making this kind of music
level it returns back to what I have just pointDoom Metal is necessarily only for the lonethat we would spend our own money on,
ed: I am the biggest Solitude Aeturnus fan and
some as I’m not always depressed and down
this is very important. It is simple, I am the
I cannot wait to record a new album, go home
and neither is Robert or any of us for that
biggest Solitude Aeturnus fan in the world; I
and listen to it, it pleases me to listen to what
matter. It merely reflects a state of mind that think we are the greatest band ever (laughs)
we play, and yes you are right; there are very
one goes into from time to time.
and that is because we write music that we
few bands that are playing this particular genre
want to hear. If someone likes my music as
of Doom Metal with cleaner vocals, better
Can you give some extra info about the
much as I do then we got for sure something arrangements, with a little more time spent
bonus track included in the digipack
in common: a kind of a common interest in
trying to sound a little bit different. As a band
version of “Alone” (Editors note: The
this musical style; and the musical style we
we have to make sure that we are paying atsong was supposed to be called “Lucid
play is much more a mental type of metal, so tention to details. To put it in general there are
Destitution” but a mistake on the track
it is impressive to me when people are into
Doom bands that are good and Doom bands
list had it mentioned as “Embraced” on
it sharing common interest in this type of
that are great, the great ones are the ones that

take a little time to take some chances and they are a little bit different. I think that the problem is this: As the years go by there are more
bands that come out and from the more bands that come out there is
a higher number of bands that are not so great or are in the mediocre.
For example in 1990 there were 20 bands to choose from. In 1995 there
were probably 100 bands, in 2000 there were 150, and in 2006 there are
probably 300 Doom Metal bands to choose from.
And in general the level is not that high in new bands as it was 10
or 15 years ago. Do you think that it has to do with the fact that
it’s easier to release a CD nowadays, so the bands don’t spend
that much time to focus in their art?
This is a problem with the digital age that we live in. Everybody is able
to put up his own music, this is both good and bad. The good thing is
that it is now easier for people to make music based even on home studio recordings and sound good, bands do not need to spend so much
money in recordings. But the same thing sometimes makes musicians
not to take themselves so seriously and not spend so much time in their
music, so the result may not be that good. Now almost everyone can
make a CD and set up his own label.
What about your label Brainticket Records? Are there any updates
or plans for a new release?
Well scene
the Brainticket
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is something
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label even if I don’t make a living for that, I am going to do it for fans.
The mail order part of the label is the only thing that really saved Brainticket. We sell lot of CDs but -as far as you know- you got to sell a shit
load of CDs to make just a little bit of money, which means that you
got to sell twice a shit load of CDs to make enough money to be profitable. We haven’t planned any releases for this year except two: We are
going to make a new Liquid Sound Company album –certainly this is
the cheapest thing to do because the only person I will owe money to is
myself-. It is actually a live album, it is fantastic; I found it by accident.
The songs included are the same songs of the last album but in total
different versions, much harder and much crazier sounding. After that I
hope to do the “Texas Metal Archives” which is a bunch of unreleased
demo material from the 80s. There are still a few things that need to be
done for this. It is very difficult because you’ve got to find the members
of the bands and this is not the easiest thing in the world.
Your first two masterpieces are re-released through Polish Metal
Mind Productions. The albums have been remastered for this
re-issue. First of all I want to ask this: Is the Metal Mind’s
remastered version on your debut different from the Brainticket
Records reissued CD version? Secondly can you be more specific
about those re-issues? In what packaging will they be available
and what bonus tracks will they include?
The Brainticket version which is now long out of print was not remastered in any way. I did not want to remaster it at that time. However,
Metal Mind acquired the rights to reissue the albums and they wanted
to re-master it. So we thought, “why don’t we do it for them”? So
Steve Moseley and Gary (from Nomad Studios) remastered both
albums and I must admit defeat. They sound so much better to my ears
now!!! I am shocked at how much heavier they sound. Steve has an excellent ear and now these albums sound more like what I intended them
to sound like but couldn’t due to our limitations of equipment and
experience. I believe they will have 2000 of each on a special digipack

and then all versions will include a few bonus
tracks. The bonus tracks are the ones from
the Brainticket issue as well as two songs,
Transcending Sentinels and It Came Upon
One Night from the first demo – Justice For
All with Kristoff Gabehart on vocals.
How is the Heavy Metal scene in Texas?
It kind of sucks. It is not as good as it used
to be. It is good and bad, it is like everywhere
else. As far as the underground bands go,
some of them are ok some of them are not.
As far as the shows, sometimes there are a lot
of people in the shows sometimes there is
nobody. I recall the yesterday show in Underworld. In general we do not get that kind of
response from so many people. This is really
a difficult question I could have answered
better ten years ago but now it’s strange. Like
I said some shows are great some shows are
not. I do not know, there is no an answer to
that question really.

Metal sound; those are my favorites right
now.
Nowadays the term “Doom Metal” is
often used by many fans and bands in a
wrong way. There are many examples of
bands having nothing to do with Doom
Metal musically, yet use the aforementioned term. The result of this is some
kind of confusion especially for the
newer fans. What is your opinion about
this?

Oh but I love Greg Anderson (laughs),
although I am not so much into drone/sludge
thing. But I got to say that when the first
SunO))) album came out I thought it was cool;
it was something I never heard before but I
think one album is all I can have. Well labels
are labels. I do not care if people call Solitude
Aeturnus Doom Metal or not. If somebody
calls us Doom Metal it is ok, but if I come
out with a song that sounds like Slayer what
is going to happen? I do not want to confirm
to any standards that anybody else has set up
for me. I think it is important to be that way,
and is not to be disrespectable to anybody’s
opinions; it is being more true to yourself
that’s what it’s about.

Stoner bands, sludge / core bands etc… Well
after a while you just kind of saying I do
not even care anymore. I do not care about
labels anymore. People can call Solitude
Aeturnus Doom Metal if they want, I do
Doom metal aside what are the five alnot even care. It is just a label. Ok when you
bums that changed your life and made you
first start to call a band Doom Metal it is
want to become a musician?
because you need to try to describe it, and it
goes like this: Ok a band plays metal, there
I am always making lists like this, I should
are lot kinds of metal so what is it like? Well
know the answer but lists are always changing.
it is more kind of doomy it sounds like a
So today (laughs) I will tell you that the album
From the Doom Metal scene in general,
rainy day, it sounds like a graveyard, it sounds that changed my life was …eeem… it is really
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great Texas Doom Metal band Last ChapHeaven Wept all those bands are doing
got their records and these are the three big
ter…
totally different things but they are pointed
ones: The Beatles, The Rolling stones and
as Doom Metal. It maybe doesn’t fit with
Elvis. When I was a kid I thought –and still
…Hey why did they break up?
what you think Doom Metal is all about so
I do- that The Beatles are the best band that
that may create a problem for you personally. ever come out. They had great songs full
Well the main guy of the band took his studBut it is really up to the individual to listen
of energy, all the chicks dig them; well for
ies in Christianity very seriously and decided
to the band themselves and decide if it is
sure fantastic stuff. So The Beatles are really
to leave the band. He was the main songgood or not. The journalists may write about what made me want to become a musician.
writer of the band so when he was gone the
some bands “these guys are Doom Metal”
The bands and the albums that made want
band split. Las Cruces is another good Texas
or the bands may come and say “we are
to refine that be a Heavy Metal musician are
Doom Metal”, I say: well prove it. What do
Doom Metal band but they are some kind of
probably more relative in this interview: First
you (band) sound like? You can call yourself
broke up to.
of all, obviously Black Sabbath, any album
whatever you want but what does your
from Black Sabbath. The first Black Sabbath
music sound like? If Doom Metal to you –as album I bought was “Never Say Die”; I was
Ok back to the question about the Doom
a fan- means more Epic like Candlemass,
Metal bands of today that you want to
11-12 years old. I know that it is not their best
Solitude Aeturnus and Memory Garden then album but it changed my life. After listening
mention…
obviously Sourvein, Eyehategod and Bonzilla to this record I thought that this was the kind
are not going to fit that standard for you.
In the Doom scene today, there are plenty
of music that I’ve heard in my head this whole
But these bands have their own fan base,
of totally killer bands. I would mention Fortime but I have never really heard anybody
some of these bands I like a lot too, I would
saken, their latest album is the best they have
doing it. Later on in the early 80s there are
not call Bongzilla Doom Metal but they are
done. Forsaken is an example of a band that
so many bands and albums to choose from.
pretty fucking doomy; no matter the fact that Bands and albums that made me decide to
puts some real effort to their music. They
put some time thinking and trying to make
I can not stand their vocals. Well in general I
home in that Black Sabbath sound and make
their music better and better. Isole the band
don’t have a problem with it.
it more powerful: Metallica “Kill Em all”,
of this veteran guy from Sweden (Crister
first Trouble album, first Slayer album, first
Ohlsson – guitar) is a great band. Doomshine The sad thing is the fact that a real
Candlemass album obviously and I think that
from Germany are fantastic, I know that they Doom Metal band finds difficulties when
an album that really changed me a lot was
are a little bit of Candlemass and Solitude
trying to make a record deal or do some
Fate’s Warning – “Awaken The Guardian”.
sounding but they are doing right, they sound important career steps and at the same
First I did not like it and then I got used to
great. Thunderstorm is another band that I
time bands like SunO))) are making their the production and I realized that this album
love very much and they are getting better
records very easily and selling hundreds
was brilliant. That album changed my life a lot,
with each release. Well on the top of my
of copies using the term “Doom” for
Candlemass first album changed me a lot as
head those are the top bands that I can think
their –no Doom at all- “music “.
well; when I heard that album I thought “My
of doing kind of a traditional based Doom
God! This is as heavy as it gets but these guys

are writing real songs, it is epic, it sounds like
a dream!”….
…So you can now understand how we
feel about your albums…
That’s flattering (Laughs), it is a powerful
feeling. Well I loved Doom Metal –here I
have to use the term-, bands in the early 80s
like Witchfinder General, Witchfynde, the
early WarCry demos, early Trouble stuff I
was very much into this style. I was also into
Thrash Metal.
What about NWOBHM stuff ?
Well although I was never that much into
NWOBHM I liked some bands from that
era. Bands like Holocaust, Angelwitch, I
also was into Saxon. I liked very much the
first Def Leppard album as well. I even
saw them opening with Judas Priest in San
Antonio during the British Steel tour, it was
really an unforgettable concert. I guess that
Judas Priest, Iron Maiden with Paul Diano
on the
Killers
and
Def Leppard
can be
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can be one of those albums. Even from
the interlude someone realizes that this
record is something very special.
Well to tell you the truth the interlude of that
album is something I was never happy with.
Back then we were very much into Dead Can
Dance and we tried to create that specific
atmosphere with the voices. (Editors Note:
later Robert Lowe told us that Solitude Aeturnus had proposed to Lisa Gerrard –female
voclist of Dead Can Dance- to make this
introduction, but the management asked for
some thousands of dollars for this participation so it never happened).
Well finishing this here it has to be
pointed out that we still don’t think you
realize –as you said- how important all
the Solitude Aeturnus albums are.
Well I don’t. Like I said we are making
music for ourselves and if somebody tells
me that those albums are very important to
themselves personally or to the metal scene
in general that is a great compliment. That
means we are doing something that other
people like and it’s good to know that there
are other people out there that think like we
do. It is great and I am happy with it and ok
I promise that the next time we will come to
Greece we’re going to play more old songs!

Chris “CountRaven” Papadakis, Themis Pamfilos
Arranged by: Chris “CountRaven” Papadakis

The first band that comes to our mind when we mention the US Metal scene is Medieval Steel from Memphis-Tennessee. The
band’s legendry debut EP has became one of the wildest dreams of vinyl collectors and their music is mentioned as a great influence by many Metal bands through the years. Although they’ve been around for 25 years, having passed through many difficult
times and situations they continue to deliver pure steel. Bobby Franklin (Vocals), Scott Jones (Lead Guitar), Chris Cook (Drums),
Steve Crocker (Bass) and Chuck Jones (Rhythm Guitar) were kind enough to answer this in depth interview, giving the chance to all
of us to explore the saga of Medieval Steel. Now that their CD The Dungeon Tapes has been released and the band is again alive
and kicking it is a good chance to make a flashback to the past and discover the well-hidden secret of a real Metal Legend.

HEATHENDOM
Heathendom from Athens, Greece is a very promising band that mixes Power
Metal with many Doom Metal elements. Their excellent debut demo was
a real surprise to my ears, in there I had the chance to enjoy some really
good and inspired music. Surely this band deserves a lot more than a demo
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atic vocals,
“Diamond”-like
falsettos, growls,
formed? Was your main goal to write your orchestra parts… You can’t exactly describe
everything. You don’t run everyday on such a
own material, to play just for fun, or to re- it if you just say it’s “Doom” or its “Power”
singer…
lease something to the public audience?
metal. In our biography we mention that the
Is there anything special to share with us
main concept of the band back in ’98 was
Your demo finally released. It took you
from the first days of the band?
Powerful Traditional Doom, and indeed at
almost five months to record it. It contains
that time it was. We wanted to combine the 2 4 songs, an instrumental piece and an inWhen the whole thing began, we where 17
musical styles we loved the most: Traditional
tro. Are you satisfied enough with the final
years old…I was composing some music,
Doom (like Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus,
result and would you change anything if
Michael was writing some lyrics and we said:
Memento Mori) and King Diamond’s theatri- you could?
“Hey these are good ideas. Let’s put them
cality. But as the years passed, the songs were
together and make a band to play in a garage
enriched with much more elements. You
You can hardly be 100% satisfied with the
or something, and do some Candlemass &
could say that we have a weird mixture of
final result. But we hit an 80% of what we
M. Fate covers!” We wrote that stuff for our- 40% Sanctuary, 30% K. Diamond, and 30%
wanted. For a demo I think that it is more
selves and we just wanted to grab the guitars
S. Aeturnus / Candlemass…
than ok. But if you compare it with the big
and play them, nothing more…
guys, the production could be much heavier
It seems that you love Mercyful Fate and
and clear. You know I always was a whole-hog.
“Powerful Traditional Doom” under that
King Diamond very much…
I want everything to be as good as it gets. And
description, you make an into the point
that is why I am re-mixing & re-mastering
comment about your own music. Putting
Yes, everybody in the band is a fan of these
all the songs of the demo at this period of
it in simpler terms we could describe it as two groups. And to tell the truth these bands, time…
Power Metal with many doom features.
mostly, inspired us to write our first tunes.
Which element do you think is the
The crystal clear production of your demo
strongest in your music Doom or Power
One of the most serious difficulties that
is one of its strongest features. On the
Metal?
you came across was to fill in the empty
other hand I notice many bands (Greek
spot of the singer. This even drove the
and foreign ones) complaining about the
Unfortunately we have to use this whole
band to split for a while. Was it so difdifficulties of creating a good production.
“genre” thing in order to describe where
ficult to find a singer?
What is your secret?
our music fits, but this is very limiting. Some
said that we play Scandinavic Power, some
We where looking to find a very talented
If the others can’t do it right then do it
others that we play Power/Doom and some
singer, because of the complexity of our
yourself! Small bands can’t afford to big &
others said: this is True Doom... I want to
music. Having one with just a nice voice
expensive studios, and most of the small ones,
believe that we play Metal with “M” capital.
and good accent wasn’t enough. We wanted
don’t produce a decent result. So, I believe that
Our music has heavy slow and mid-tempo
someone who would have a very good vocal
using your own home studio is a good

solution. But you have to experiment a lot the
Sky and Mystic Moon. But there was always
now? I have some friends out there that
firstThe
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in order
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How difficult is it to bring the atmosphere
ring to their music as “Doom Metal”. I
this kind of music but on the other hand not
of your studio demo on stage? Do you like
am talking about SunO))) and similar
many bands play this kind of metal. Until now
playing live?
stuff. What is your opinion about this
we’ve heard very good reviews and this vitalstuff and about Stoner Rock that is often
izes us very much. The best part is that people
This is the most difficult part. The main probmixed together with Doom Metal as well? who listen to different genres (Doom, Stoner,
lem is that we use multi vocal lines in the songs,
Progressive, American / Scandinavic Power,
and some of the keyboard parts have for ex.
Some people define “Doom” genre, as
Classic Heavy etc.), liked our stuff, not only
2 violas, 2 cellos, 1 harpsichord (with different
Candlemass taught it. Some others claim that those who listen to Power / Doom (which are
melodies each) and so on. We are rehearsing a
the Doom teachers where Black Sabbath. I
very very few by the way).
lot at this time and try to bring the atmosphere
have to agree with both those opinions, but,
without using any pre-recorded stuff (anyway
IMO, bands like SunnO))) and others who
Future plans?
it’s like decease or something; many bands tend
play drone, funeral, gothic ext. are far away
to use pre-recorded stuff on stage…). There
from Doom. Playing slooooow, repeating
We’ve just began recording some new material,
will be 2 live voices (maybe even three…)
one riff 443 times and using chaotic sounds
and we are currently re-mastering the songs
on stage and we are considering getting us a
isn’t what doom is all about! Now as for
of the demo, in order to release a full length
keyboard player for some backup, but at the
Stoner & Heavy rock mixed with doom, it’s
album in the near future. Negotiations with
moment we try to go on raw: 2 guitars, bass,
ok with me, but not my cup of tea…
some record labels are on the way, but we
drums and 2 vocals. Unfortunately we haven’t
haven’t concluded yet to a mutual agreement.
performed on stage yet, but we hope that we’ll
You have members that come across vari- Finally, as I mentioned above, we are planning
start performing soon and we are very eager
ous Greek Metal bands (Faded Memory,
to begin some live performances very soon.
about it.
Decemberance, Choir Macabre) do you
know what those bands are doing now?
Close the interview any way you like.
Are you aware of any other Greek Doom
Are they still active or not?
Thank you…
Metal bands? What is your opinion about
the Greek Doom Metal Scene and the Scene Faded Memory played melodic power metal
Thanks for the interview and a big hail to all
in general…
and they are not active any more. Decemthose that supported us so far. Support the
berance just released their new promo and
underground scene, because these are the
Greece always had a very strong Doom Metal
they are working on some new material. As
bands that really need it!
scene. Not many in number, but most of them
for Choir Macabre, the whole thing is in
gave us quality music. I do recall some older
the “fridge” at the moment, due to military
Chris “CountRaven” Papadakis
bands like Stargazer, Attic Dreams, Sorrows
obligations, but I’m sure that we’ll hear some
Path, Decemberance, Violet Vortex, Choir
news very soon from them.
Macabre, Underwater Moon & Litany, and some
of the newer blood like Ominus
What is the feedback on your demo until
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